
Algorithmic Complexity and Review

1 Review

Analyze the C code snippet provided, considering aspects like data structures,
memory management, and control flow, then answer the subsequent questions
to exhibit your understanding of C programming concepts.

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <stdlib.h>

3

4 #define MAX_NAME_LEN 50

5 #define GREETING "Hello , %s! (Greeting number %d)\n"

6

7 typedef struct User {

8 char name[MAX_NAME_LEN ];

9 int times_to_greet;

10 struct User *next;

11 } User;

12

13 void greet(const User *u);

14 typedef void (* GreetFunction)(const User*);

15

16 void write_greeting_to_file(const char* name , int number) {

17 FILE* file = fopen("greetings.txt", "a");

18 if (file == NULL) {

19 perror("Error opening file");

20 return;

21 }

22 fprintf(file , GREETING , name , number);

23 fclose(file);

24 }

25

26

27 int main() {

28 User* users = NULL;

29 GreetFunction my_greet_function = greet;

30

31 User* new_user = (User*) malloc(sizeof(User));

32 if(new_user == NULL) {

33 perror("Unable to allocate memory for new user");

34 return 1;

35 }

36

37 printf("Enter your name: ");

38 scanf("%49s", new_user ->name);

39 printf("How many times should I greet you? ");

40 scanf("%d", &(new_user ->times_to_greet));

41

42 if(new_user ->times_to_greet < 1) {

43 printf("Invalid number of greetings. Exiting .\n");

44 free(new_user);

45 return 1;

46 }

47

48 new_user ->next = users;
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49 users = new_user;

50

51 my_greet_function(users);

52

53 switch(new_user ->times_to_greet) {

54 case 1:

55 printf("You got greeted once.\n");

56 break;

57 case 2:

58 printf("Twice! Nice to greet you , %s!\n", new_user ->

name);

59 break;

60 default:

61 printf("%s, you got greeted %d times!\n", new_user ->

name , new_user ->times_to_greet);

62 break;

63 }

64

65 while(users) {

66 User* to_free = users;

67 users = users ->next;

68 free(to_free);

69 }

70

71 return 0;

72 }

73 void greet(const User *u) {

74 while(u) {

75 for(int i = 0; i < u->times_to_greet; i++) {

76 printf(GREETING , u->name , i+1);

77 write_greeting_to_file(u->name , i+1);

78 }

79 u = u->next;

80 }

81 }

Listing 1: C code for analysis

Questions:

Section 1: Basic Code Understanding

Q1: Can you identify the purpose of using #define for MAX NAME LEN and
GREETING in the code?

Q2: Explain the functionality and usage of the next pointer within the User

structure in the code.

Q3: Explain why the code checks if new user is NULL after calling malloc in
the main function.
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Section 2: Memory Management and Pointers

Q4: What is the role and significance of pointers in the C language, providing
examples from the code?

Q5: What are the potential risks of using pointers and how can they be miti-
gated?

Q6: Discuss the concept of function pointers and how it is employed in the
code.

Q7: How can pointer arithmetic be applied for array traversal, and what con-
siderations should be made about memory boundaries?

Section 3: User Input and File I/O Operations

Q8: Suggest an alternative approach to handle names with spaces during user
input and explain why the proposed solution might be a preferable func-
tion for reading strings.

Q9: Why might it be necessary to handle invalid times to greet input and
how might you clear invalid input from the input buffer?

Q10: Propose a feature that allows a user to specify the filename where greetings
will be saved and provide a relevant code snippet.

Section 4: Data Structures (Stack and Queue)
Implementation

Q11: Implement a stack for storing user data, describe push and pop operations,
and discuss the impact on the user greeting order.

Q12: Implement a queue for user data storage, elucidate enqueue and dequeue
operations, and discuss their impact on the greeting order of users.

Q13: In the context of data structure implementations (both stack and queue),
discuss how two users added sequentially would be greeted and justify
your answers.
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Answers

Section 1: Basic Code Understanding

Question 1: Purpose and Usage of #define in C Code

1. #define MAX NAME LEN 50

Purpose:
Defines a constant MAX NAME LEN with a value of 50.
Usage in Code:
Used as the size of the name array in the User structure to specify the maximum
length of a name.

1 typedef struct User {

2 char name[MAX_NAME_LEN ];

3 ...

4 } User;

Benefits:

• Maintainability: Alters the maximum name length universally by up-
dating MAX NAME LEN in one place.

• Readability: MAX NAME LEN is self-explanatory and user-friendly com-
pared to a raw numeric value.

2. #define GREETING "Hello, %s! (Greeting number %d)

n"

Purpose:
Defines a constant string GREETING as a format specifier used for generating
greeting messages.
Usage in Code:
Utilized to print and write formatted greetings, embedding the user’s name and
greeting number.

1 printf(GREETING , u->name , i+1);

2 fprintf(file , GREETING , name , number);

Benefits:

• Consistency: Enforces uniform message format throughout the applica-
tion.

• Easy Modification: Permits future adjustments to the greeting message
in a singular location, mitigating the risk of inconsistencies.

• Readability: GREETING is clear and signifies a format for greeting mes-
sages, improving code understandability.
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Question 2: Functionality and Usage of the next Pointer
within the User Structure

Functionality:
The next pointer within the User structure serves to establish a linked list of
User structures. A linked list is a data structure that consists of a sequence of
elements in which each element points to the next one. This allows a dynamic
and efficient management of a collection of items with variable size.

1 typedef struct User {

2 char name[MAX_NAME_LEN ];

3 int times_to_greet;

4 struct User *next;

5 } User;

6

Usage in Code:
The next pointer is utilized to link instances of User structures, forming a chain
of users. When a new user is created, it’s added to the front of the linked list,
linking it to the previous first user.

1 new_user ->next = users;

2 users = new_user;

3

Afterwards, while traversing or applying operations (like greeting) to all
users in the linked list, the next pointer is employed to navigate from the
current user to the subsequent one.

1 while(users) {

2 User* to_free = users;

3 users = users ->next;

4 free(to_free);

5 }

6

Significance:

• Dynamic Memory Management: The linked list facilitates efficient
dynamic memory allocation and deallocation for user data, as opposed to
using a static array.

• Scalability: Enables the program to easily scale, managing any number
of users by merely allocating memory as needed, without the necessity to
predefine the size.

• Ease of Insertions and Deletions: Adding or removing elements from
the list can be done with O(1) time complexity, without the need to shift
other elements, as might be required in a dynamic array.
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Question 3: Checking for NULL after malloc in the main Func-
tion

Purpose:
Ensuring that the dynamic memory allocation was successful.
Explanation:
In C, the malloc function is used to allocate a block of memory of a specified
size and returns a pointer to the first byte of the block. However, if malloc fails
to allocate the memory (due to insufficient memory availability or other issues),
it returns NULL. Checking if the returned value is NULL is crucial to prevent
dereferencing a NULL pointer in subsequent code, which could lead to undefined
behavior or crashes.

1 User* new_user = (User*) malloc(sizeof(User));

2 if(new_user == NULL) {

3 perror (" Unable to allocate memory for new user");

4 return 1;

5 }

Benefits:

• Robustness: Avoiding subsequent operations if memory allocation fails
prevents unpredictable behavior or program crashes, enhancing the ro-
bustness of the software.

• User Feedback: By providing an error message with perror, users are
informed about the issue, improving the user experience and debuggability.

• Resource Management: Properly handling unsuccessful memory allo-
cations ensures that the program does not consume resources unnecessar-
ily, contributing to optimal resource management.

Section 2: Memory Management and Pointers

Question 4: Role and Significance of Pointers in the C Lan-
guage

Role:
Pointers in C language are variables that store the address of another variable.
They enable indirect modification of variable values, dynamic memory alloca-
tion, and are used to form complex data structures such as linked lists, trees,
and more.
Significance:

• Dynamic Memory Management: Pointers are instrumental in dy-
namic memory allocation and deallocation (e.g., malloc, free) which en-
ables efficient use of memory.
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• Data Structures Implementation: They are used to create data struc-
tures like linked lists, stacks, queues, and trees, providing efficient means
for data management.

• Function Pointers: They enable calling a function through a reference,
allowing functionalities like callback functions and implementing strategies
pattern.

• Performance Optimization: They can be used to optimize the pro-
gram by reducing the memory usage and increasing the execution speed,
especially in operations like array traversals.

Examples from the Code:

• Dynamic Memory Allocation:

1 User* new_user = (User*) malloc(sizeof(User));

2

The above snippet allocates dynamic memory for a User structure and
assigns its address to the pointer new user.

• Linked List Implementation:

1 typedef struct User {

2 char name[MAX_NAME_LEN ];

3 int times_to_greet;

4 struct User *next;

5 } User;

6

The next pointer is used to create a linked list of User structures, enabling
dynamic and efficient management of user data without predefined size.

• Function Pointer:

1 typedef void (* GreetFunction)(const User*);

2 GreetFunction my_greet_function = greet;

3 my_greet_function(users);

4

The pointer my greet function is a function pointer used to call a func-
tion that greets users. This provides a way to change the greeting function
dynamically if required.

Question 5: Potential Risks of Using Pointers and Mitiga-
tion Strategies

Potential Risks:

• Dangling Pointers: Pointers that do not point to a valid object can lead
to undefined behavior and program crashes.
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• Memory Leaks: Failing to free dynamically allocated memory may lead
to memory leaks, consuming the system’s resources.

• Null Pointer Dereferencing: Accessing or modifying data through a
null pointer can cause unexpected behavior or system crashes.

• Buffer Overflows: Accidentally writing data past the end of an allo-
cated block of memory can corrupt data and potentially be exploited for
malicious purposes.

• Uninitialized Pointers: Using pointers without initializing them can
lead to unpredictable behavior and hard-to-diagnose issues.

Mitigation Strategies:

• Proper Memory Management:

– Always free dynamically allocated memory using free to avoid mem-
ory leaks and immediately set the pointer to NULL.

– Check for successful memory allocation by verifying that pointers are
not NULL after calling malloc or similar functions.

• Safe Pointer Usage:

– Initialize pointers when declared and nullify them after freeing the
associated memory to prevent usage of dangling pointers.

– Always ensure that pointers are not NULL before dereferencing them.

• Boundary Checking:

– Carefully handle data to ensure that buffers are not overwritten.

– Utilize functions that limit the number of bytes written/read (e.g.,
strncpy instead of strcpy).

• Code Reviews and Testing: Regularly review code and employ test-
ing strategies, like unit testing and stress testing, to catch and mitigate
potential pointer-related issues early.

Employing meticulous pointer management strategies, understanding their risks,
and adhering to best practices during development can alleviate the associated
risks of using pointers and ensure stable, secure, and efficient software develop-
ment.

Question 6: Concept and Employment of Function Pointers
in the Code

Concept:
Function pointers in C are variables that store the address of a function, en-
abling the invocation of the function using the pointer. They provide a way to
pass functions as parameters, implement callback functions, and achieve poly-
morphism, thereby offering flexibility and extensibility in code design.
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1 typedef void (* GreetFunction)(const User*);

Employment in Code:
In the provided code snippet, a function pointer is used to refer to the greet

function and subsequently call it, providing a provision to alter the greeting
function if required in future enhancements without modifying existing code
logic.

1 GreetFunction my_greet_function = greet;

2 my_greet_function(users);

This methodology allows the developer to switch the greeting function dynam-
ically at runtime, offering flexibility in functionality by simply changing the
function address the pointer points to.

Question 7: Pointer Arithmetic for Array Traversal and
Memory Boundary Considerations

Pointer Arithmetic and Array Traversal:
Pointer arithmetic refers to operations (addition or subtraction of integers) per-
formed on pointers. In the context of arrays, pointer arithmetic can be utilized
to traverse through the elements. An array name can be thought of as a con-
stant pointer to its first element, and arithmetic can be used to navigate through
other elements.

1 int array [5] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5};

2 int *ptr = array; // Equivalent to &array [0]

3

4 for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {

5 printf("%d ", *(ptr + i)); // Traversing array using

pointer arithmetic

6 }

Considerations about Memory Boundaries:
While pointer arithmetic simplifies array traversal, it demands prudence regard-
ing memory boundaries to prevent accessing unauthorized memory regions.

• Buffer Overrun: Ensure pointer arithmetic does not lead to accessing
memory beyond the allocated block to prevent undefined behavior or data
corruption.

• Buffer Underrun: Guarantee that the pointer does not traverse back
past the start of the array.

• Valid Memory Access: Ascertain that the pointer always points to
valid memory locations within the array boundaries.

• Type Matching: Ensure the pointer type matches the array type to pre-
vent misinterpretation of memory content due to incorrect pointer arith-
metic.
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Adopting meticulous pointer arithmetic with adherence to memory boundary
conditions ensures safe, error-free, and efficient array traversal and data access.

Section 3: User Input and File I/O Operations

Question 8: Handling Names with Spaces and Preference
for fgets

Alternative Approach:
To accommodate names with spaces, using the fgets function instead of scanf
is a viable approach, as it reads the entire line (until newline character or EOF
is encountered) from the standard input.
Use of fgets:

1 char name[MAX_NAME_LEN ];

2 printf("Enter your name: ");

3 fgets(name , MAX_NAME_LEN , stdin);

Preference for fgets:
fgets is preferable over scanf for string input due to several reasons:

• It can read strings with spaces, providing a more natural input method
for names or sentences.

• It allows specification of the maximum buffer size, thereby preventing
buffer overflow.

• It is less susceptible to format string vulnerabilities compared to scanf.

Question 9: Handling Invalid Times to Greet Input and
Clearing Input Buffer

Necessity to Handle Invalid Input:
Ensuring valid input for times to greet is pivotal to prevent logical errors, infinite
loops, or unintended behavior in code execution.
Clearing Invalid Input:
Using a loop to read and discard characters until a newline character or EOF
is encountered helps clear invalid data from the input buffer.

1 int times_to_greet;

2 if(scanf("%d", &times_to_greet) != 1) {

3 printf("Invalid input. Please enter a number .\n");

4 while(getchar () != ’\n’ && getchar () != EOF); // Clear

buffer

5 }

Note: It is essential to validate the user input in a loop until valid input is
provided to ensure data integrity and prevent erroneous execution.
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Question 10: Specifying Filename for Saving Greetings

Proposed Feature:
Allowing users to specify the filename enhances user interaction and customiza-
tion. Using a char array to store the filename and modifying the file operations
accordingly realizes this feature.
Code Snippet:

1 char filename[MAX_NAME_LEN ];

2 printf("Enter the filename to save greetings: ");

3 fgets(filename , MAX_NAME_LEN , stdin);

4 filename[strcspn(filename , "\n")] = 0; // Remove newline

character from fgets input

5

6 // ... (Other codes)

7

8 void write_greeting_to_file(const char* name , int number ,

const char* filename) {

9 FILE* file = fopen(filename , "a");

10 if (file == NULL) {

11 perror("Error opening file");

12 return;

13 }

14 fprintf(file , GREETING , name , number);

15 fclose(file);

16 }

17

18 // Usage:

19 write_greeting_to_file(u->name , i+1, filename);

Implementing this feature enhances the program’s usability by granting users
the capability to define output filenames, thereby organizing and customizing
their saved greetings efficiently.

Section 4: Data Structures (Stack and Queue)
Implementation

Question 11: Stack for User Data and Impact on
Greeting Order

Stack Implementation:
A stack follows the Last In, First Out (LIFO) principle. For storing user data:

1 typedef struct User {

2 char name[MAX_NAME_LEN ];

3 int times_to_greet;

4 struct User *next;
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5 } User;

Push Operation:
To insert (push) a user into the stack, the new user becomes the top of the
stack.

1 void push(User** top , User* new_user) {

2 new_user ->next = *top;

3 *top = new_user;

4 }

Pop Operation:
To remove (pop) a user from the stack, the user at the top is removed.

1 User* pop(User** top) {

2 User* temp = *top;

3 *top = (*top)->next;

4 return temp;

5 }

Impact on Greeting Order:
Due to LIFO, the last user added to the stack gets greeted first, reversing the
original input order.

Question 12: Queue for User Data and Impact on
Greeting Order

Queue Implementation:
A queue adheres to the First In, First Out (FIFO) principle.
Enqueue Operation:
To insert (enqueue) a user into the queue, the new user is added at the end.

1 void enqueue(User** rear , User* new_user) {

2 new_user ->next = NULL;

3 if (*rear == NULL) {

4 *rear = new_user;

5 return;

6 }

7 User* temp = *rear;

8 while(temp ->next != NULL) {

9 temp = temp ->next;

10 }

11 temp ->next = new_user;

12 }

Dequeue Operation:
To remove (dequeue) a user from the queue, the user at the front is removed.

1 User* dequeue(User** front) {

2 User* temp = *front;

3 *front = (*front)->next;
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4 return temp;

5 }

Impact on Greeting Order:
Due to FIFO, users are greeted in the order they were added to the queue,
maintaining the original input order.

Question 13: Greeting Order in Stack and Queue
Data Structures

In a stack, if User A and User B are pushed sequentially (A first, then B), User
B will be greeted first due to the LIFO principle.
In a queue, if User A and User B are enqueued sequentially (A first, then B),
User A will be greeted first due to the FIFO principle.
Justification:
Stacks and queues inherently differ in how they handle the order of elements
due to their respective LIFO and FIFO natures. This intrinsic property defines
the order in which users are greeted when stored and retrieved using these data
structures.
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